Electric pressure pot
Operating Specification
Service arrived once Wechat scanning
Please read this manual carefully before use and safety keep it

Technical requirements in specification
Select item mark
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Dimension
specification(Unit:mm)

105 x 210mm

Nail
pack
method



Material

80g double glue paper

Other
requirements

Black: K100
QS permitted color: C100
Y0 K15

Change
records
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Fold page

pack

M40

A. 1:20171031

 Four
color

B. 2:20171215
newly
added
model YL50Easy 202, YL50Easy
203

产 品 简 介 Product introduction
产 品 图 以 实 物 为 准 The product subject to entity
部件展示 Part exhibition MY-CS4039H 上盖 MY-CS4039H up cover
破泡器 Bleb broken
facility
浮子顶杆 Floater push pole 排气按键 Air venting key
MY-CS5039P/603P 上盖:
MY-CS5039P/603 up cover: 破泡器 Bleb broken facility
浮子顶杆 Floater push pole 排气
按键 Air venting key
密封圈 Seal ring 内锅 1 Interior pot 1 底座 Base 上盖 Up cover
浮子 Floater 防堵罩 Anti block cover 控制面板 Control panel 电源线 Power supply wire
饭勺 Rice spoon 汤勺 Soup ladle 量杯 1 Counting cup 1 储水盒 Water storage box 内锅 2
Interior pot 2

产品简介 Product introduction 显示控制面板 Indication control panel MY-CS4039H：取消
键 Cancel key 预约键 Order key 米饭键 Rice key 米饭显示 Rice indication 开盖煮键 Key
of open cover cooking 口感键 Taste key 功能键 Function key 功能显示 Function indicate
取消 Cancel 请合盖 Please close cover 预约中 Ordering 烹饪中 Cooking 保温中 Keep
warming
开盖煮 Open cover cooking 预约 Order 米饭 Rice 剩余时间 The rest time
软 烂 Soft & mash 适 中 Medium 嚼 劲 Chew strength 功 能 Function 快 速 煮 饭 Quick
cooking rice 杂 粮 饭 Coarse rice 香 甜 饭 Fragrant and sweet rice 稀 饭 Porridge 粥 / 羹
Porridge/ thick soup 肉/鸡 Meat/Chicken 焖/焗 Braise/bake 牛/羊肉 Ox/sheep meat 豆/
蹄 筋 Bean/foot muscle 营 养 蒸 Nutrition steam 保 温 Keep warm 快 捷 功 能 键 Quick
function key
MY-CS5039P/6039P：
取消键 Cancel key 预约键 Order key 特色键 Characteristic key 开盖煮键 Key of open
cover cooking 口感键 Taste key 功能键 Function key 功能显示 Function indicate
取消
Cancel 请合盖 Please close cover 预约中 Ordering 烹饪中 Cooking 保温中 Keep warming

开盖煮 Open cover cooking 预约 Order 米饭 Rice 剩余时间 The rest time 软烂 Soft &
mash 适中 Medium 嚼劲 Chew strength 功能 Function 营养蒸 Nutrition steam 再加热
Heating again 蛋糕 cake 煲汤
Decoct soup
稀饭 Porridge 肉/鸡 Meat/Chicken
牛/羊肉 Ox/sheep meat
豆/蹄筋 Bean/foot muscle 杂粮饭 Coarse rice
杂粮粥 Coarse
congee 保温 Keep warm
快速煮饭 Quick cooking rice
清香煮粥
Delicate fragrance
cooking congee
开始 Start 原味煲汤 Primary taste decoct soup
浓香炖肉 Aroma stew
meat
快捷功能键 Quick function key
MY-YL50 Easy202/YL50 Easy203:
取消键 Cancel key 预约键 Order key 特色键 Characteristic key 开盖煮键 Key of open
cover cooking 口感键 Taste key 功能键 Function key 功能显示 Function indicate
取消
Cancel
预约中 Ordering 绿灯亮起 Green lamp lighting
安全烹饪 Safety cooking 保温中
Keep warming
开盖煮 Open cover cooking 预约 Order 先排气后开盖 Exhaust air then
open cover 剩余时间 The rest time 软烂 Soft & mash 适中 Medium 嚼劲 Chew strength
煲汤
Decoct soup
肉 / 鸡 Meat/Chicken
牛 / 羊 肉 Ox/sheep meat 豆 / 蹄 筋
Bean/foot muscle 营养蒸 Nutrition steam 无水焗 Bake without water
快速饭
快速
粥
杂粮饭 Coarse rice
杂粮粥 Coarse congee 再加热 Heating again 喷香米饭
Fragrant rice
清香煮粥
Delicate fragrance cooking congee 开 始 Start 原 味 煲 汤
Primary taste decoct soup
浓香炖肉 Aroma stew meat
快捷功能键 Quick function key

Installation cleaning

Note: please make ensure the electric pressure pot power off when

cleaning!
Clean seal ring
①Pick out the seal ring from the pot cover. ②Clean the seal ring and wipe it to dry, and install it
on position again

Clean up cover
①Clean up cover, floater, air venting valve and anti block cover. ②Wipe and dry the up cover,
floater, air venting valve and anti block cover, and install it on position again.

Clean bleb broken facility (Note: only product MY-CS4039H has bleb broken facility)
①Hold the rear end of bleb broken facility then upward picking out it.

②Wash and dry the

bleb broken facility, and install it on position again.

Installation cleaning
Note: please make ensure the electric pressure pot power off when
cleaning!
Clean water storage box
①Parallel pull out water storage box. ② Wash the water storage box, wipe and dry it.
③Install water storage box on position again.

Clean pot body
①The water, rice pellet and varias at interior and outer pot body need be fully cleaned.

②

Clean, wipe and dry the bottom of interior pot.
Note: can open the cover after the floater of electric pressure pot fallen.

Operating introduce
Primary taste decoct soup (Sample as product MY-CS5039P)
Use primary taste decoct soup as sample, also can select other menu according to requirements.
①Prepare soup materials and cleaning ② Drop water to the corresponding scale

Wash and clean the soup materials (Example pig bone, corn and carrot), cut to be block then put
into interior pot.

Add water to the corresponding water level line according to the quantity of food materials, also

can increase/reduce water volume according to private favour.
Note: can’t exceed the max scale line.

Operating introduce
Primary taste decoct soup (Sample as product MY-CS5039P)
③Connect the power supply
Plug the power supply plug in, make ensure contact on
position. 4 Select function
Press the key of “Primary taste decoct soup”, enter into the
status of decoct soup. 5 The status of decoct soup
6 Decoct soup finished

请合盖 Please close cover 预约中 Ordering 烹饪中 Cooking 保温中 Keep warming
煮 Open cover cooking
剩余时间 The rest time
软烂 Soft & mash 适中 Medium
Chew strength 口感 Taste

开盖
嚼劲

请合盖 Please close cover 预约中 Ordering 烹饪中 Cooking 保温中 Keeping warm
煮 Open cover cooking
剩余时间 The rest time
软烂 Soft & mash 适中 Medium
Chew strength 口感 Taste
Decocting soup finished and automatically enter into the status of keep warming.

开盖
嚼劲

Ordering porridge (Sample as product MY-CS5039P)
Example: ordering “porridge”, finish at the AM 7:30 next day. (The order time means the finish
time of order time, finish cooking when order time arrived. If now is Beijing time night 10:30,
then the order time is 9:00).
Note: quick cooking rice, can’t order the functions of quick cooking rice, fragrance sticky rice,
delicate fragrance cooking congee, primary taste decoct soup, aroma stew meat, heating again
and keep warming, the details subject to entity.

1 Prepare the rice and water well
Put the washed clean rice into the interior pot, Add water to the corresponding water level line
according to the quantity of rice, also can increase/reduce water volume according to private
favour.
Note: can’t exceed the max scale line.

2 Select function
软烂 Soft & mash 适中 Medium 嚼劲 Chew strength 口感 Taste
再加热 Heating again
蛋 糕 cake 煲 汤
Decoct soup
稀 饭 Porridge 肉 /鸡 Meat/Chicken
牛 /羊 肉
Ox/sheep meat
豆/蹄筋 Bean/foot muscle 杂粮饭 Coarse rice
杂粮粥 Coarse congee
保温 Keep warm 功能 Function
Close the cover, press “Function” key, select the required function(example porridge); also can
press “Characteristic” key select other menu.

Operating introduce
Ordering porridge (Sample as product MY-CS5039P)
3 Order time setting
Press “Order” key, enter into the status of ordering, continue press
“Order: key, adjust the order time. 4 Start order Press “Order” key, the cooking will finish at
the appointed time.

Taste selection (Sample as product MY-CS5039P)
Sample as decoct soup, also can select porridge, meat/chicken, ox/sheep meat, bean/foot
muscle,coarse rice and coarse congee. Note: can’t select the taste at the functions of quick
cooking rice, delicate fragrance cooking congee, primary taste decoct soup, aroma stew meat,
nutrition steam, heating again, cake and keep warming.

Correct method of accounting rice

Incorrect method of accounting rice

软 烂 Soft & mash 适 中 Medium 嚼 劲 Chew strength 口 感 Taste
蛋 糕 cake 煲 汤
Decoct soup
稀饭 Porridge 肉/鸡 Meat/Chicken
牛/羊肉 Ox/sheep meat
豆/蹄筋
Bean/foot muscle 杂粮饭 Coarse rice
杂粮粥 Coarse congee 保温 Keep warm
功能
Function

Use counting cup pick rice, wash clean the rice.
Please don’t use steel wire ball clean the interior pot, to avoid scratch damage the coated layer of
interior pot.

Close the cover, press “Function” key, select the required function(example decoct soup); also
can press “Characteristic” key select other menu.

软 烂 Soft & mash 适 中 Medium 嚼 劲 Chew strength 口 感 Taste
蛋 糕 cake 煲 汤
Decoct soup
稀饭 Porridge 肉/鸡 Meat/Chicken
牛/羊肉 Ox/sheep meat
豆/蹄筋

Bean/foot muscle
Function

杂粮饭 Coarse rice

杂粮粥 Coarse congee

保温 Keep warm

功能

3 Press “Taste” key, select the required taste, example “Medium”.

4 Press “Start” key, start cooking.

Operating introduce
Heating again(sample as MY-CS5039P)
Note: the max volume of rice can’t exceed scale 4 when use this function.
预约 Order
特色 Characteristic
营养 Nutrition
再加热 Heating again
1 After loose the rice, sprayed 50-80g water, press “Function” key select “Heating again”
function.
营养蒸 Nutrition steam 再加热 Heating again

蛋糕 cake

煲汤

Decoct soup

稀饭

Porridge 肉/鸡 Meat/Chicken
牛/羊肉 Ox/sheep meat
豆/蹄筋 Bean/foot muscle
杂粮饭 Coarse rice
2 Press “Order” key adjust the heating time(Adjustable scope is 5-20minutes), press “Start” key
again then start heating.

How to use the water scale line
The below scale contrast table of water and rice for electric pressure pot cooking rice, congee
and porridge, only for your reference:
Function

Rice

Cooking congee/porridge

Counting cup

2

4

6

0.5

1

1.5

Water volume(Scale mark)

2

4

6

2-3

4-5

7-8

●The user can suitable adjust the scale according to private taste.

Safety notices
Special reminding
To guarantee safety using, avoid to hurt you and other people and property loss, please must
follow the below safety notices.
This product not considered the below situation:
-- The children not be take care and deformed man use the facilities
--The situation that children play the instruments
Means the content of [Forbidden]

Means the content of [Force]

Warning the items which maybe caused human hurt or dead
maybe caused slight wound or property loss

Operating notices

Note the items which

Don’t use this facilities cooking the food which easy to block the air exhaust hole.
Sheet shape food(example laver, cabbage) or band shape food (example sea-tangle), chip type
food(example corn dregs), avoid to caused accident or pressure pot damaged.
Air venting valve automatic exhaust air when working, please don’t make hands or face close
to the steam hole, avoid to be scald.
Don’t use wipe cloth and other matters cover the air exhaust hole during cooking process.
Please use 220V~50Hz AC power supply socket.
If use non 220V~50Hz civil power or special power supply, will caused fire or electric shock.
Exist fire risk if use bad quality socket adapter.
Please fix time check the air exhaust hole and floater, make ensure not be blocked.
Please don’t move the electric pressure pot during cooking process.
To avoid pot cover unexpected open and caused steam scald or make soup in the pot overflow;
or caused touch the operating keys caused electric pressure pot stop working.
Please don’t change building
Except the professional technicians, the other all people can’t disassemble, maintain it, to avoid
caused fire, electric shock and wounded.
Please don’t insert the metal chips, pin, steel wire and other matters in the gap of electric
pressure pot, to avoid caused electric shock and wounded.
Please plug out the plugs when not use the product, otherwise, it maybe caused electric leak,
fire, failure, etc.

Safety notices
Don’t place the electric pressure pot on the place where not level and steady, wet or close to
other fire source, heat source (example stove).
Avoid burning caused fire or product damage.
Please don’t add any heavy matters on air exhaust valve
Can’t add any heavy matters on air exhaust valve or use other matters place it.
Please use the Media special power supply wire
If power supply soft wire damaged, must be renewal by professional technicians from
manufacture, maintain department or other similar departments.
The product only limit use indoor, and the best distance to other kitchen electrics above

30cm.
Please don’t use wet hands plug in/out the plug, avoid wound. When plug out the plug, nip
the plug and plug out, can’t pull or drag the power supply wire, frequently clean the insert sheets
of plug.
Please don’t make the children operating and use alone, place at where babies can’t touch.
Avoid to occur dangerous accidents like electric shock, scald, etc.
Never use other pot cover heating
Strictly forbid use other pot cover when heating, strictly forbid use non-original pot cover during
power on, otherwise, it will caused bad performance or potential safety failure.
Only can open the container after pressure fully released.
Please lift the pot body handle when transport or move product.
Never lift the knob of open cover directly, avoid damage product, please don’t transport or move
the product under cover open status, avoid damages.
Can’t place the interior pot on other instrument and heating
The standard configured interior pot of this product forbid use in other application, avoid caused
interior pot deformation and affect use.
Product can’t be soak into water or water spraying.
Need alone use the socket with grounding above rated current 10A.
If joint use with other electrics, there will has dangerous that socket abnormal caused fire.
Please don’t open the pot cover when working
Only can open the pot cover after cooking finished till pressure fully released. Please don’t force
open if difficult to open cover, otherwise, maybe caused scald or other hurts.

Safety notices
Please maintain or renewal parts at the maintain grids where appointed by Media, please
don’t working under that outer connect timer or remote control system method.
When maintaining, forbid short connect heat fuse caused heat protection, easily caused fire
when heating abnormally.
This pressure pot only can use the standard configure interior pot, avoid over heating and

abnormal.
Don’t use solid objects impact interior pot, avoid deformation.
Please don’t use electric pressure pot if seal ring deformation, damage or interior pot
deformation, avoid happen accident.
Some surface of product will be high temperature when working, strictly forbid use hands
touch, avoid scalding.
Please don’t use hand touch interior pot directly during using or finish use just now, avoid
high temperature scalding.
Strictly forbid the power supply wire touch the visual metal parts on the outer pot cover,
otherwise, maybe caused abnormal working.
Warmly reminding
①Under the condition that not complete indoor grounding device, sensitive people maybe
feeling the response electric, advise check whether reliable indoor grounding device, or not
touch metal outer shell and interior pot after powered on.
②Before use the pressure pot, please check whether install interior pot, air exhaust valve, seal
ring and anti block cover on position, avoid cause accident.
③Before use, please clean the foreign matters like water drops, rice pellets between interior pot
and heating tray first, avoid caused overheat or short circuit.
④ Must wipe and dry the water on the surface of interior pot before use electric pressure pot,
avoid caused failure.
⑤Should be natural cooling when cooking congee or various beans and reach to non pressure,
don’t hand exhaust air.
⑥If product picture not be same as entity, subject to entity.
⑦ Please don’t cooking next lot immediately when finish cooking current lot, should waiting
above 15 minutes, waiting the facility body cooled to be room temperature.
⑧ Please don’t use solid project, sharp metal products fill rice and clean, avoid scratch damage
interior pot.
⑨Cooking volume can’t exceed the max water level line.
⑩ Maybe interim or directly exhaust air during product working process, this is normal
appearance.
11 Please fix time wash and clean air exhaust valve, seal ring, anti block cover and places
platform surface.

Maintenance service
Working time of common function gear
Different working and cooling time of each functional gears; a little changes of working time
according to the different power supply voltage, food volume, water volume, quality of rice and

water; more cooking volume more longer time at corresponding working time. More bigger
cooking volume more longer corresponding working time. The below table is the working time of
this product common functions under the default status, only for your reference. Non common
functions(heating again, cake and nutrition steam, etc) has strong freedom, time subject to the
actual cooking time.
Time(minutes)
Interior pot scale mark

Quick

Delicate

Primary

Aroma

Coarse

Porridg

Decoct

Coarse

Meat/C

cooking

fragran

taste

stew

rice

e

soup

congee

hicken

rice

ce

decoct

meat

cooking

soup

Ox/sheep meat

Bean/foot
muscle

congee
Scale mark 2
Scale mark 5
Scale mark 10

Double it has failure problems
When you think the product has failure, please check the below situation before send to the
maintain grids, and confirm.
Abnormal situation

Possible reasons

Corresponding methods

Floater blocked

Close cover after pull down floater

Can’t close cover

Seal ring not installed on position

Arrange seal ring, close the cover after
installed on position

Can’t open cover

Floater valve not fallen down after Use chopsticks lightly press floater valve
exhaust air
Has pressure in pot

Pot cover leak air

Floater valve leak air

Floater valve can’t rise up

Waiting till the safety eye on pot cover fallen

Not place seal ring or not installed Place well the seal ring according to
on position
requirements
Stick foreign matters on seal ring

Clean seal ring

Seal ring damaged

Renewal seal ring

Seal pad of floater valve stick Clean seal pad of floater valve
foreign matter
Seal ring of floater valve abrased

Send to maintain place to renewal pad of
floater valve

Too small food and water in the pot

Place food and water according to stipulates

Pot cover or air exhaust valve leak Send to maintain place for check and
air
maintenance
Used voltage＜Power grid voltage

Normal, longer time cooking rice

Air venting valve continue venting air Air venting valve not be placed at Pressed down the air venting key, cancel micro
when working
the seal position
pressure function or send to maintain place
for check and maintenance
Pressure control invalid
Pressed down the micro pressure
key
Heating tray not heating when at Cover not be closed on position
working status
Heating tray failure

Close cover again
Send to maintain place for check and

Electric circuit failure

maintenance

“Please close cover” lamp lighting when Cover not be closed on position
product at the withstanding status,
select function key no responding

Close cover again

Not ripe /too hard cooked rice

Too small filled water

Suitable add water volume

Open cover early

Open cover of air exhaust after 5minutes
cooking finished

Too many filled water

Suitable reduce water volume

Too soft cooked rice

Maintenance service
Abnormal appearance self check
Indicate abnormal reason judgment, please authorized local distributor or service grids to do
maintenance or installation.
Status
lamp

of

indicate

Abnormal indicate

Possible reasons

Corresponding methods

Indicate

Open circuit at bottom sensor

Please send to maintain place for
check and maintenance

Indicate

Open circuit at bottom sensor

Please send to maintain place for
check and maintenance

Indicate

Overheating protection

Check whether has water or food,
after user adjusted it, then can
normally use after protection
reminding disappeared; otherwise,
send to maintain place for check and
maintenance

Indicate

Pressure switch open circuit

Please send to maintain place for
check and maintenance

Electric principle diagram
温度保险丝 Temperature fuse
温度保险丝 Temperature fuse
插座 Socket
压力开关
Pressure switch
电热盘 Electric heating tray 电源板供电 Power supply plate powered on
电源板 Power supply plate 连接线 Wiring line 开合盖检测开关 Open/close cover detection
switch
底部温度传感器 Bottom temperature sensor 显示板 Indicate plate

Technical parameters
Model

Rated voltage/rated frequency

Rated frequency

Volume

Working pressure

Environment protection list
The name and content of the harmful matters or elements in product
Part name

Poisonous and harmful matters or elements
Lead (Pb)

Mercury(Hg)

Cadmium(Cd)

Hexavalent
chromium(
Cr(VI))

Polybrominat
ed Biphenyls
(PBB)

Polybrominated
diphenylethers(PBD
E)

Steam valve assembly
Up cover assembly
Anti overflow cover plate
Handle
Interior pot
Exterior pot
Heating tray assembly
Rice spoon/Soup ladle
Counting cup
Outer shell
Bottom cover
PCB assembly
Power
supply
assembly

wire

This table drawn up according to the stipulates of SJ/T 11364.
О: means this harmful matters content in all equal quality materials of this part all are below the stipulated volume limited
requirements in GB/T 26572.
X: means this harmful matters content at least in one equal quality materials of this part all are exceed the stipulated volume
limited requirements in GB/T 26572.

Product qualification certificate
Check date:

See the produce lot number

Check conclusion:

Qualified

Inspector number:

Check A1

生产许可 Production permission
本产品所含食品用塑料工具 The food used plastic tools contain in this product
生产许可证编号：粤 XK16-204-00125 Production permission certificate number: Guangdong
XK16-204-00125

The produce date please see the front 6 bytes at the produce lot number(date)
All contents on this datum all have been checked and certified carefully, can consult our company
if any printing error or misunderstanding of contents.
Note: will draw up in new edition manual if product has technical improvement, please
understand we not specially inform; subject to entity if changes at appearance and color.
Product execute standards: GB706.1-2005
GB4706.19-2008
Q/MD 007-2014

MY-CS4039H product’s food contact list:
This product and food contact materials all are in accordance with the requirements of the
series standard of GB4806.1-2016:
Food contact use
Part name

Material

Execute
standards

Remark

Spring washer, anti block cover, base Stainless steel 06Cr19Ni10
of anti block cover
Pot cover

Stainless steel 10Cr17

/

Floater, floater base, air exhaust Aluminum alloy
valve core, anti block cover

Can’t touch acid foods

Seal ring, air exhaust valve, push awl

Polydimethylsiloxane

Interior pot

Teflon
coated
layer/aluminum alloy

Coated layer
temperature

used
not

exceed 250℃
Interior pot

Enamel/cold
plate

rolling

steel

/

Rice spoon, soup ladle

Polypropylene(Propylene
copolymer)/Propylene
ethylene copolymer

PP

Counting cup

Polypropylene(Noblen )

PP

Aluminum alloy(wt.%): Si≤0.6, Fe≤0.7, Cu≤0.3, Mn≤1.5, Mg≤0.9, Zn≤0.15, Cr≤0.1
Steel plate(wt.%): C≤0.2, Mn≤0.6, P≤0.05, S≤0.04

MY-CS5039P/6039P/YL50Easy202/YL50Easy203
Product’s food contact list:
This product and food contact materials all are in accordance with the requirements of the
series standard of GB4806.1-2016:
Food contact use
Part name

Material

Execute
standards

Remark

Spring washer, anti block cover, base Stainless steel 06Cr19Ni10
of anti block cover
Pot cover

Stainless steel 10Cr17

/

Floater, floater base, air exhaust Aluminum alloy
valve core, anti block cover

Can’t touch acid foods

Seal ring, air exhaust valve, push awl

Polydimethylsiloxane

Interior pot

Teflon
coated
layer/aluminum alloy

Coated layer
temperature
exceed 250℃

Interior pot

Enamel/cold
plate

rolling

steel

/

Multiple application ladle

Polypropylene(Propylene
copolymer)/Propylene
ethylene copolymer

PP

Counting cup

Polypropylene(Noblen )

PP

Pot cover self lock sliding block

Stainless steel Y12Cr19Ni19

Aluminum alloy(wt.%): Si≤0.6, Fe≤0.7, Cu≤0.3, Mn≤1.5, Mg≤0.9, Zn≤0.15, Cr≤0.1
Steel plate(wt.%): C≤0.2, Mn≤0.6, P≤0.05, S≤0.04

used
not

TEL 400-8899-315
Guangdong Media Life Electric Manufacture Co., Ltd
Address: NO.19, Sanle road, Beijiao town, Shunde district, Foshan city, Guangdong province
Zip code:528311
Website: www.midea.com
Part material number:16161100003063

